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ABSTRACT 
The concept of divergence is the basis of electromagnetic field theory, and has been a special 
difficulty in mathematical theory. In this paper, the connotation of divergence itself is truly 
displayed by quantitative method for the first time. Through these methods, the concepts of 
divergence can be grasped more easily. The explanation of divergence is helpful to streng-
then the understanding of the concept and has a certain reference significance. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of electromagnetic field, in order to simplify the operation, some operator symbols are 

introduced. They have become indispensable tools in the field theory analysis. The Hamiltonian operator 
and Laplacian operator are widely used. Hamiltonian operator, the mathematical symbol is ∇ . Diver-
gence is a quantity that describes the extent to which air converges from the surrounding area to or from a 
certain point. The divergence of 3-D space represents the change rate of unit volume of any gas block in 
unit time. The volume expansion of an air mass is called divergence, and the volume contraction of an air 
mass is called convergence. Divergence, as an important mathematical tool, has been widely used in vari-
ous aspects of scientific research, such as interaction of population by temperature treatment [1], varia-
tional Inequalities [2]. Due to the abstract characteristics of divergence, both the lecturer and the learner 
will find it difficult in the process of teaching and learning the concept. The existing literature has also car-
ried out a lot of discussion on this problem, but all of them are based on the further analysis of the existing 
theory [3, 4]. More relevant literature is based on the calculation of gradient and divergence [5-7]. This 
paper proposes a concrete understanding method for the concept of divergence. 

2. QUANTITATIVE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVERGENCE 
2.1. Flux and Divergence 

First of all, the theoretical knowledge related to divergence must be listed.  
1) Gauss formula: 
Let a space closed region Ω be surrounded by a piecewise smooth closed surface Σ, and the functions 

P (x, y, z), Q (x, y, z) and R (x, y, z) have first order continuous partial derivatives on Ω, then there is a 
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formula 

d d d d d d dP Q R v P y z Q z x R x y
x y zΩ Σ

 ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + = + + ∂ ∂ ∂ 

∫∫∫ ∫∫                      (1) 

2) Definition of Flux: 
Given a vector field 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), , , , , , , ,x y z P x y z Q x y z R x y z= + +A i j k                       (2) 

The integral of the directed surface Σ in the field is: 
0d d d d d d d dS P y z Q z x R x y

Σ Σ Σ

Φ = ⋅ = ⋅ = + +∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫A S A n                      (3) 

It’s called the flux of the vector field ( ), ,x y zA  through the directed surface Σ. 
3) Definition of Divergence: 
Let the vector field ( ), ,x y zA , set a closed surface of the point M in the field, and the area enclosed 

by Σ is V. When V shrinks to the point M, if the limit 
d

lim
V M V

Σ

→

⋅∫∫ A S


 exists, the limit value is called the 

divergence at the point M, denoted as divA . 
Where 

div P Q R
x y z

∂ ∂ ∂
= + +
∂ ∂ ∂

A                                    (4) 

Here introduce Hamilton operator: 

x x x
∂ ∂ ∂

∇ = + +
∂ ∂ ∂

i j k                                    (5) 

then: 
div = ∇ ⋅A A                                        (6) 

Gauss formula can be expressed as: 

d d
V

A v A s∇ ⋅ = ⋅∫ ∫                                     (7) 

From the Gauss flux theorem: 

d
s

q⋅ = ∑∫ D s


                                      (8) 

Then the following equation can be obtained:  
ρ∇ ⋅ =D                                         (9) 

2.2. Explanation of Divergence 

According to the explanation of divergence in general textbooks, divergence is a scalar, which can be 
understood as the flux passing through the closed surface of unit volume, that is, the change rate of flux to 
volume at a given point in the field. Divergence represents the strength of the source, so in the passive area 
where the source does not exist, the divergence of each point should be equal to zero.  

To imagine a charged sphere divergence through spatial imagination in Figure 1. Suppose that the 
charged sphere is wrapped with a spherical surface, then the surface will surround all the power lines 
emitted by the sphere. Assuming that the number of lines is 10,000, and the volume of this surface is equal 
to 1, then the volume density of power lines is 10,000; if the surface is expanded to 10 times of the original, 
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according to Gauss theorem Formula (1), the power lines surrounded by the surface will not change and is 
always equal to 10,000, then the volume density of power lines is 1000; therefore, the volume of this sur-
face changes from 1 to 10, in this process, the volume density of power lines changes from 10,000 to 1000, 
and the change ratio of this density with the volume increasing by 10 times is (10,000 − 1000)/10,000 = 
90%; then suppose that the volume of this surface changes from 10 to 100, and then through the same 
analysis, the proportion of power lines density changing with volume increasing 10 times is (1000 − 
100)/1000 = 90% too.  

It is particularly emphasized here that the volume density of power lines obtained by the above me-
thod is the value calculated when the unit volume element is at a certain surface position of the spherical 
surface, such as points A, B and C in Figure 2; for point D, a spherical surface must be drawn at this point 
and then calculated. 

According to the above analysis results, it can be considered that the electric field divergence, that is, 
the change rate of power lines to volume at any point in the electric field, refers to the change of the vo-
lume density of power lines at this point. It is proportional to the distance between the given point and the 
charged sphere (the volume of the corresponding spherical surface), and this ratio is fixed at any point 
outside the charged sphere. 

For example, the number of light emitted by the sun in Figure 3 is fixed. With the distance from the 
sun, the number of light in the unit space outside the sun will gradually decrease. The concept of diver-
gence perfectly expresses our feelings that we can only understand but difficult to express.  

According to the textbook explanation, divergence is the change rate of power lines volume density. 
According to the previous analysis results, the true meaning of this sentence can be gotten: electric field 
divergence is the change rate of power lines to volume at any point in the electric field, which is propor-
tional to the distance between the given point and the charged sphere. This ratio is fixed at any point out-
side the charged sphere, that is, the number of power lines in a unit volume increases or decreases in pro-
portion to the distance between the volume element and the charged sphere. 

Through the above analysis, we can get the essential connotation of the divergence symbol itself, that 
is, the divergence represents the change rate of the number of power lines contained in one unit volume in 
the field, and this number will change with the distance of the unit volume from the charged sphere. 
 

 
Figure 1. Charged sphere. 
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Figure 2. Divergence calculation. 
 

 
Figure 3. Light emitted by the sun. 

3. CONCLUSION 
Through quantitative calculation, the connotation of divergence is deeply analyzed: Firstly, through 

the divergence picture of a charged sphere, the change ratio of flux with the volume changing is calculated, 
the result shows that this ratio is fixed at any point outside the charged sphere. Through the above visual 
display of the concept of gradient, the incomprehensible concept of divergence becomes concrete, so the 
concept of divergence becomes easily grasped for the students.  
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